Abstract-An efficient first grasp for a wheelchair robotic arm-hand with pressure sensing is determined and presented. The grasp is learned by combining the advantages of neural networks and fuzzy logic into a hybrid control algorithm which learns from its tip and slip control experiences. Neurofuzzy modifications are outlined, and basic steps are demonstrated in preparation for physical implementation. Choice of object approach vector based on fuzzy tip and slip data and an expert supervisor, as well as training of a diagnostic neural tip and slip controller, are the focus of this work.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We showed that the stability of neural networks with a class of asymmetric interconnection matrices and noninvertible transfer functions can be analyzed using a new energy function. The complete stability of a class of asymmetric neural networks is proved using the extended energy function approach. The Lyapunov function of the Lurie type is also used to study the complete stability and global asymptotic stability. The criteria obtained improve [5, Ths. 1 and 5] and [3, Th. 2] . It is also shown that the complete stability [5] , total stability [20] , and quasiconvergence [7] of neural networks are equivalent for individual trajectories. We expect that the results in this paper will facilitate the analysis of neural networks with asymmetric connections or noninvertible nonlinear neural transfer functions.
I. INTRODUCTION
In many situations, classical and modern control theory are inadequate to solve and control complex systems. The system to be controlled may be partially or totally unknown, parameters within the plant may drift, and highly nonlinear behavior within the system may drive an algorithm based upon linearization unstable. A primary example of such a complex system is a robotic hand. Not only are robotic hands redundant joints, which complicate classical six axis kinematic and dynamic control schemes, but the motions required must be intricately dexterous and adaptive to loads of variable weight, center of mass, orientation, friction, stiffness, and grasp stability.
Fuzzy logic has been used to control systems such as pendulum balance [7] , walking [12] , and vehicle maneuvering [9] . When adaptive, fuzzy logic can build upon expert knowledge. When such knowledge is poorly understood or unavailable, neural nets can fill that gap, such as in prey avoidance [10] and force control [11] . Neural networks used to learn as they encounter new control scenarios must learn quickly and reliably, however. This problem has been approached in many ways, including training to a model reference or linear joining of explicit models [12] , modification of nonlinear activation functions [13] , mutation of weights via genetic algorithms [14] .
It is well-understood that if an adaptive robotic control system is to be trusted for implementation, it must reliably outperform humans. Like a human, it must be able to follow fast, low precision movements with slow, high precision movements, and be able to estimate when first faced with a task, and then learn from that experience for recall at a later time. Applying this to a robotic hand entails the coordination of several dedicated algorithms, each controlling with a simplified yet flexible and adaptive algorithm.
In this paper, an efficient first grasp for a wheelchair robotic armhand with pressure sensing is determined and presented. The grasp is learned by combining the advantages of neural networks and fuzzy logic into a hybrid control algorithm that learns from its tip and slip control experiences. Neurofuzzy modifications are outlined, and basic steps are demonstrated in preparation for physical implementation. Choice of object approach vector based on fuzzy tip and slip data and an expert supervisor, as well as training of a diagnostic neural tip and slip controller, are the focus of this work. This paper is organized into four main sections, three of which concentrate on a specific task within the hand grasp algorithm. Section II introduces the grasping problem. Section III deals with the robot hand issues. It outlines the approach, discusses a stability hierarchy for choice of an efficient tentative grasp, describes the tip-slip algorithms and a simplified tipping controller. It also presents a custom neural network algorithm for the class of problems with constraints similar to a neural initial grasp estimator. Finally, Section IV concludes with future directions.
II. THE GRASPING PROBLEM
Two ways to maintain the stability of an object grasp are to minimize tip and slip of the object relative to its intended position and orientation in the robot hand. Since these phenomena are hard to measure accurately and large motions can occur within a short time frame, it is crucial to be able to anticipate a tip or slip situation before or just as it occurs via diagnostics and experience. While others [1] - [6] have planned trajectories for or controlled tip and slip for known objects being held in a static environment, this work explores continued operation of the tip and slip algorithms as an integral part of the diagnostic, adaptive control of a dynamic robot and hand combined system. One application is that of maintaining the balance of a cold, slippery soda as it changes inclination and center of gravity while being emptied by a human in a wheelchair on a hot, humid day. There are many grasps that would hold the soda can, but some may squeeze so hard as to expel the contents before they get to their destination.
A neural network provides an easy incorporation of diagnostic outputs, allowing for control of inputs so that they model ideal human behavior. A PID controller may minimize the error input, but it may not model the inputs a human may have intended, leading to nonoptimal subgoals for a given task.
A. Approaching a Grasp
Before any grasping is to be attempted by a robotic hand, it is advisable to use a "rougher" algorithm to approach an object from a distance away, allowing the desired task to be optimized for more intricate motions. Local motions can be handled via a Kalman filter approach, but this does not provide a best approach vector for stable and reliable control. Initial grasps for larger objects can be calculated online via a frictionless point contact model interpretation of sensors [1] and/or the sensor data can be used to pick from among pretrained sub-configurations in a database [2] . But how do we accumulate that knowledge in the real world? One way to accumulate knowledge could be by matching object features in the database, and adding the experience gained. Object profiles, based upon polygonal approximations of two dimensional visual data, can be compared with object polygons in a database via a Hopfield network. Classification is successful with objects which are rotated and whose estimated polygon vertices outnumber those of the object in the database. Physical contact could be utilized in a similar way. For data that is hard to match from the sensory data available, fuzzy noise filtering or clustering can be added to the end of a neural net to find the closest database match [15] .
B. Controlling the Grasped Object
Once the object has been grasped in a perceived optimal manner, it must be lifted successfully, and factors such as tip and slip must be compensated for. Adaptive control is necessary both for grasp stability and for negotiating through cluttered environments. Classical control techniques may not be adequate to compensate for extremely nonlinear behavior (i.e., obstacles, disturbances, power surges). One example of classical feedback control [4] employs finger tip pressure and position feedback control to move a peg from one hole to another. The peg must be dragged along the worksurface between the holes to obtain necessary feedback information. Adaptive fuzzy logic [5] and neural networks [6] show promise in tandem with or when compared to classical approaches for trajectory tracking and walking.
In order to overcome the constraints of time and complexity, the number of sensors and actuators is kept to a minimum, the control sequences are broken into the smallest manageable routines possible, and the proper mix of technologies must be chosen that can optimize the most critical constraints.
C. Neural Grasping Control Alternatives
Squeezing of an object can be defined as the application of internal grasp forces [18] , where pure rolling between the fingertips and the object is assumed (with point friction contacts that do not change during the motion), and stability of the fingers is defined as the ability to prevent unwanted movements. After simplifications of the nonlinear equations, the final result is a set of first-order differential equations suitable for numerical integration, but for a simple problem the calculations are cumbersome and dependent upon the constraints of matrix operations. Alternatively, in [20] , neural networks are used to "learn the appropriate nonlinear mapping for the force distribution and provide a stable [power] grasp over a wide range of object sizes and clinch levels." For the real world wheelchair scenario, however, the dexterity of fine manipulation may be crucial for some objects, and without designer supervision, redundancy in points of contact cannot be assumed. Dynamic forces (and therefore viscous and viscoelastic effects) and object approach are also ignored in their analysis, but they concluded that even for their low speed, hard object analysis, "tactile slip and force sensing are essential components of a practical approach to manipulation with sliding." Another approach [19] proposes a task ellipsoid for a particular grasp application, but they admit that their method of repeatedly calling a task oriented quality measure to an arbitrary object in the unsupervised real world environment will be time consuming and the tasks stored will be memory intensive. They do not offer a way to categorize tasks learned, and if the object is a sandwich being eaten or a glass being emptied, the same model may not be appropriate throughout the task. As with other works, finger contacts are modeled as point contacts with friction. This work considered the force domain, but recognizes that the approach could benefit by also considering the velocity domain. With dexterity, a large object motion can be achieved with a small motion in the fingers. They also mention that their approach does not account for how properties such as weight, shape, size, etc., affect a grasp. Our proposed approach handles these properties via diagnostic nodes on the neural network controller and the ranks of the object category neural networks.
D. A Hierarchical Grasping Strategy
By breaking the grasping problem up into subtasks, global and local behavior can be isolated and controlled appropriately. Fig. 1 shows the overall hierarchy of expert, neural, and fuzzy controllers and planners for the object approach, grasp, and lift task. A stochastic Petri net model can also be added as a higher level for synchronization planning for two hands.
1) Motor Level: At this level, further discussed in [17] , well-tuned fuzzy and PID controllers are used as target controllers for the neural network controller to emulate. Diagnostic outputs on a parent neural network controller Fig. 2(a) initiate a stable, automatic transition to a more accurate pretrained child network. The parent will diagnose the child well because it had to learn the parameter contingencies to control the system itself. The parent/child controller performs almost as quickly as a PID controller Fig. 3(a) without the large gains of a PID, and responds stably and accurately to a reference and parameter change Fig. 3(b) .
2) Redundant Kinematic Level:
The diagnostic outputs of the motor controller feed their information into a weight allocation neural network Fig. 2(b) which determines the distribution of the next movement amongst redundant joint motors. This weight allocation considers wear and tear on the joints, current position of the joints, room for future movement, magnitude and speed of the next planned movement. These levels are demonstrated in [17] . Overall robot dynamics were simulated in Simulink (by the Mathworks) so that coupling effects would be felt at the individual robot joint level. Applying an approximation to the PUMA robot Coriolis, centripetal, and gravitational dynamics as investigated in [8] , Fig. 4 , the joint motor and controller, is modified to add the dynamic effects to the torque given the position and velocity of all joints.
3) Object Grasp Planning and Control Level: Fuzzy logic tip and slip controllers acquire experience to determine the grasp rank given to an initial grasp approach vector, and the grasp rank for a particular class of objects (determined by clustering) is combined with the approach vector and hand position to train a neural network to rank future candidate approach vectors. These fuzzy logic tip and slip algorithms are also be used to train diagnostic neural controllers to replace them. This level is the focus of this paper.
4) Planning the Cooperation of Two Robot Hands:
A self-organizing neural network, having learned the stochastic Petri net scenario for manipulating blocks from any arbitrary starting configuration, suggests to each robot hand the most efficient subtask to perform next in order to achieve a desired final configuration [16] .
III. THE ROBOTIC HAND
The hand in Fig. 5 consists of two three-jointed fingers and a twojointed thumb. Each finger is controlled by two dc motor actuators, one for yaw (side to side) motion and the other for the base gripping motion. Each of the two distal joints for each digit moves in proportion to its base joint via a pulley type tendon arrangement. The two independent actuators per finger are easier for a busy processor in a real life situation to control than other fingers that have been developed with as many as 16 actuators. Details of the hand's construction can be found in [21] . Relative work has been done in [22] - [28] .
The algorithms accommodate a pair of parallel contact resistors on the gripping surfaces of each finger and thumb joint. Assuming that an accurate deflection can not be estimated from the sensors due to noise and data sampling, differences in values across a pair (above a minimum limit) are used as inputs to the tip control algorithm, and differences across fingers are inputs to the slip control. Interlink force sensing resistors were chosen to convert pressure into a variable resistance. Two sensors will fit onto half of a joint grasp a surface, lending sensor redundancy and the option of sensing side-to-side differences. Fuzzy logic and neural networks are employed to control a robotic hand with two three-jointed fingers and a two-jointed thumb. The hand algorithm is expected to estimate a grasp for an unknown object, adjust its grasp until one that is most stable is found, and then lift the object, adjusting for tip and slip. In addition, high level vision can be used as a global guidance mechanism and cannot be depended upon in a cluttered environment. Instead, pressure and position feedback are used with algorithms which operate with little support from camera data.
A. Problem and Approach
The required grasp orientation and pressure are determined by repeating a procedure where, after the hand makes three tentative test grasps, a lookup table stability hierarchy is referenced to determine whether a lift should be attempted with one of these grasps for a given single or multipad contact scenario (Fig. 6 ), or another three should be tried. Once a grasp is attempted, fuzzy logic tip and slip routines correct for the errors in desired orientation for the object (usually defined as the orientation it was found in). When no tip or slip registers, a true lift will be attempted and independent trajectory following routines can be initiated. After several such lifting attempts, a neural network learns a best approach angle and hand orientation for a category of objects it has defined from experience. If a set of three test grasps triggers recognition from the neural network, this approach angle and orientation will be implemented and the control algorithm will resume as before with the fuzzy tip and slip algorithms.
Placement is first calculated for the first finger and thumb only, leaving the second finger free for balancing of the object. When one of the two digits contacts the object, the second closes in to make contact. Sensor readings are taken, and if a grasp is to be attempted, the third finger contacts the surface. Tentative grasps are used to learn both the smallest practical diameter of the object (usually most stable), and also help avoid locations with sudden changes in diameter, such as a handle on a mug or a pocket clip on a pen.
The problem approach can be summarized as follows: determine the best first grasps via grasp stability hierarchy rules, use fuzzy logic (and later a neural network trained with fuzzy logic examples) to complete a successful grasp and lift, and train an object category neural network to suggest the best approach vector for a class of objects.
B. The Grasp Stability Hierarchy
Some grasps are intuitively more stable than others, and are given a higher priority when several trial grasp options are available. Assuming that the object's initial orientation is to be maintained during lifting, an expert supervisor was created that agrees with one's intuitive perception of which grasps are most stable. The method is demonstrated with an example of four trial grasps shown in Fig. 7 (a) (note that the second finger is neglected at first, to be used for extra stability). Fig. 7(b) outlines the membership values assigned to grasps A through D for each criterion. The second joint of grasp B does not touch the object; instead it reaches behind it as if it were a mug handle, for instance. A grasp hierarchy can be determined once applicable assumptions are made and applied. There are many ways that a grasp can be perceived more stable. The first to be considered is the number of pressure contacts made per finger or thumb. It was also assumed that joints farther away from the wrist can take advantage of supporting objects against the "palm," and are therefore more stable that those objects held by more proximal joints. The two hierarchies in Fig. 8 resulted, and membership function values were assigned, ranging from 1 for the first ranked, and zero for the last, where the finger or thumb makes no contact. The order for the finger ran {1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0}, and the thumb ran {1, 0.7, 0.3, 0}.
Other criteria also contribute to a more stable grasp. Assuming that the largest positive theta 1 (base grasp) angle corresponds to a clenched fist, and that this would imply a tighter grasp, all candidate grasps were ranked, highest theta one as 0.8, lowest as 0.2, and all others equally spaced between. This was done separately for both finger and thumb. Based on the premise that if an object is grasped at two points 180 apart it is most stable, the highest rank of 0.9 was assigned to finger and thumb combinations that most closely satisfied the equation ( 4 ) nger = 0( 4 ) thumb and the lowest rank was assigned 0.3. All others were spaced equally as before. A tie breaking criterion was used only if two of the sums from the above criteria were equal. The grasp that allowed more room for the second balancing finger was chosen as the final grasp to move onto the fuzzy tip and slip controller. Grasp D of Fig. 11 wins with a total of 3.7 and does not require the tie breaking criterion. The addition of the fuzzy membership values from each individual criterion resulted in ranking the four grasps the same way a human volunteer did, implying that the human added up the contributions of various factors in coming to a perceived stability ranking.
C. Fuzzy Logic for Tip and Slip Control
In order to adjust the grasp for object tip and slip employing fuzzy set theory, a three step algorithm is followed. First, it is assumed that excessive pressure on one member of a pair of pressure sensors for a finger signals a possible tipping of the object. The bottom member of each pair is subtracted from the top, and the values are entered along the horizontal axis of the membership function in Fig. 9 . A membership value is found on the vertical axis for every category that is nonzero at that horizontal value. Category values are found for each sensor pair that exceeds a minimum tolerance, ". This tolerance ignores pairs that do not register a significant pressure as well as pairs that are practically identical and do not need adjustment.
Sensor input categories must now be defined, and possible controller responses determined. The minimum membership values for each category, large negative (LN), small negative (SN), near zero (NZ1), small positive (SP), and large positive (LP) are found, and the category that possesses the maximum of these surviving minimums is the category chosen for control. In the cases of LN, LP, and NZ1, the PUMA arm that supports the hand will be given the command to move the finger up or down the object (assuming a loosening and subsequent tightening of the finger some small amount). If the winning category is SN or LP, the fingers themselves can adjust their yaw angles to compensate. The actual adjustment command is found by entering the associated membership into a defuzzification function. Humans do not react symmetrically in each direction, so in order to avoid a limit cycle, avoid symmetry in the fuzzy controller command function.
The second major focus in the algorithm, the slip problem, is very similar to that for tip, but the incoming pressure information must be interpreted differently. Each pressure sensor is compared to a suggested pressure limit, and these limits may vary due to individual sensor characteristics or to expected pressures for a perceived familiar shape. It is assumed that a little too tight of a grasp is better than a little too loose, so no adjustment is made for anywhere from just right to a little too tight. Much too tight, however, could damage the finger or grasped object, so the finger is carefully loosened. Loose grasps are tightened to approach the desired limit. In a manner similar to that for tip, each individual pressure is subtracted from its limit and the values are entered onto the horizontal axis of Fig. 9(b) .
For slip, the choice of control signal must be considered carefully in case the shape of the grasped object produces confusing inputs. This time, instead of employing a maximum of the minimums to decide on a prevailing control effort, a priority hierarchy is followed. If any membership value for small tight (ST) is equal to 1, all other values are overruled and the grasp is loosened. Otherwise, if the minimum for ST is greater than 0.1, that value is entered into a function similar to Fig. 10 , and that command is used for adjustment. Otherwise, the 0.1 criterion is applied to near zero (NZ2) if true, or small loose (SL) if false. Finally, if no previous category has a minimum greater than 0.1, the appropriate adjustment is found by inserting the minimum for large loose (LL).
If an adjustment for tip or slip is not necessary, the third phase, lifting of the object, may be attempted. First, the algorithm checks to see if the winning categories for the two prior steps were NZ1 and NZ2. If so, an attempt is made to lift or continue lifting the object before repeating steps 1 and 2. If large negative (LN) or large positive (LP) are resulting commands for tip after the object has been lifted, an attempt should be made to set the object down before readjusting, and the estimated neural grasp should be recalculated before lifting the object again.
A simplified tipping case was demonstrated by a simulation written in C, which can easily be extended to three dimensions. Some assumptions have been made to approximate reality. First, the motion of the soda can is modeled as an inverted pendulum with a stable equilibrium state at topmost vertical (within 61.7
). Friction at the soda can's bottom pivot is assumed strong enough to ignore slipping on the supporting surface. Control efforts are limited to every two time steps to approximate a busy controller. For all physically possible starting combinations, the algorithm corrects in no more than two efforts. Frames from the simulation program for this control is demonstrated in Fig. 8 . More details can be found in [3] .
D. Object Category Network
An optimal approach angle and hand orientation for a range of similar objects is attempted here, with little regard for features that humans might consider. For the hand an architecture and algorithm are required that exhibit relatively fast, repeatable, and stable continuous outputs. Therefore a feedforward architecture was chosen, trained with a genetic algorithm-based initialization and followed by enhanced second order gradient backpropagation [22] .
When enough tip and slip data has been collected to cluster into object grasp classes, a group of neural networks can choose the best of several trial grasps. In order to avoid an extensive search for an optimal grasp each time an object is lifted, a learning mechanism is triggered. As the robotic hand, through trial and error, determines the quality of a trial grasp as a function of the number of tip and slip corrections as well as a hierarchy emphasizing more stable configurations, a history is accumulated for a given object category. A neural network (Fig. 11) for that object, or class of objects, is trained under the supervision of a fuzzy grasp quality classifier, which will assign a crisp value between 01 and 1 as the target value for the set of trial grasp input conditions. These nine inputs are the x; y, and z components of the hand approach vector as well as the pitch and yaw base angle positions of the two fingers and thumb. Repeated exposure to training examples can begin as soon as the first set of three trial grasps is performed.
After a suitable training period has passed, the neural knowledge base, consisting of several object grasp quality rankers, will receive a new set of trial grasps one at a time, assigning a grasp quality value for each possible object. The object network with the highest quality is chosen for each grasp, and the results are compared by a fuzzy classifier. If all three grasps are classified as the same object, the grasp with the highest rank is chosen. If the value of that quality is high, the hand will attempt a lift, triggering the tip and slip controller algorithms. If the quality of the winner is not satisfactory, another set of trial grasps is performed, and the process is repeated. If a set of trial inputs does not correlate well with the types of inputs seen by existing categories, the fuzzy classifier will assume ignorance, create a new category network, and immediately trigger a lift attempt. The final number of categories is determined by how strict the correlation criterion is set.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
Simulation has been instrumental in demonstrating optimal algorithms for implementation and customization on the physical hand and arm system. Neural network training, for example, has shown that a neural network with two hidden layers populated with fewer hidden units is a faster and more accurate estimator of higher order nonlinear functions than a one layer network with many units. Also, three test grasps has proved an efficient compromise as a threedimensional approximation of an object surface in a particular region. Additionally, if a stable parent network transitions to a stable, more accurate child network whose weights were varied in a strictly gradient fashion, that performance has shown to be stable during a transition between these networks. It is hoped that the implemented control algorithms will prove to be adaptive to time dependent concerns such as wear and fluctuating loads.
For any given problem, the best neural network and fuzzy logic controllers can compete head-to-head, implying that, at present, neither is superior and both should be given equal consideration. Capable of "winging it," fuzzy logic control can react reliably and quickly, given a minimum of often unreliable and noisy information. Because of its fast implementation realization, many feel that neural networks are too complex for fast and accurate reaction. Fast fuzzy implementation assumes, however, that a human expert is ready and available to give complete and accurate rules for the fuzzy logic controller to follow, and that these rules still apply to a system with drifting parameters.
For the highly nonlinear control of a robotic hand, however, neural networks are indispensable in learning the relationship of a system where the parameters may not be available or accessible. The parallel aspects of neural networks, especially once implemented in custom hardware, should be able to equal or exceed the performance of fuzzy logic, despite the longer initial neural training. The modified training algorithms presented here show promise in attaining this goal. By employing a combination of advanced adaptive control concepts to deal with all anticipated situations in the limited case of object grasping, these techniques could be extended to a full range of tasks in any environment.
